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Incidence Spaces and Algebras

*
E. C. Dade and K. Goldberg

1

An Incidence matrix Is a matrix whose entries are either

0 or 1. We use a fixed notation for the Incidence matrices 1 ,

the Identity matrix, and J, the matrix with 1 In every position.

The fact that I, J-I are disjoint Incidence matrices which form

a basis for a linear algebra, lies behind much of the manipulation

of the celebrated "incidence equation"

AA^ - kl + A (J-I)

^,n which A is an incidence matrix of order v. For given Integers

v,k,X the existence of A is equivalent to the existence of a

v,k,X design, special cases of which- are finite projective

planes and Hadamard matrices.

Starting In 1955 several mathematicians, including R. C. Bose,

D. Keener and the authors, began considering more general algebras

with a basis of Incidence matrices whose sum was J. At first each

of thease matrices was symmetric, Bose, and later Keener, considered,

the properties of a design with Incidence matrix A sxich that

« kj^Aj^ + k^Aj -»• ... + k^^

I

J - Aj + A2 +

*‘*‘
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i
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where the are incidence matrices which form the basis of an

algebra. We came upon a similar generalization through the graph

problem mentioned at the end of this note. In each case I«

Our purpose is to summarize the results we obtained in

T
generalizing these concepts by not demanding A^ A^ or Aj^ « 1 ,

or even that the basis be an algebra basis.



I* Incidonca Spsccjs. A fiat o£ so x a

Incidonco laatrXcca io called cn jLr.cldereo bag Is if

A, -f . -fr* A - «• J p12 d ia,n'

vhcro J Is the to x a metrlx with 1 in every position. This
sa_,o

*

iQpllca thot tho A^ arc rautcnlly diojoint; (i.c., ^ ^

tha pooition then A^ ‘i'S 1ms 0 in tho position), and

that for dach i and j there is a uniqua p such that the iji

elcxsant of is 1. Thus tho are linearly independent I

XIio linear span

of the incidence basis JS (over soao xmspcciflcd field X of

characteristic 0) is called an m x n incidence apaca. The only

incidence toatrices in Ct are the 2^ sissa of dlstizsct elonents

of Therefore, ^ is the only incidence basis which is &

vector basis for dt, so tha,t vo may speak of the Incidence basis

of an incidence space.

If m «B n, so that the are square, and if dX is closed

under matrix multiplication, it is called an incidence aly.cbra o

In this case there exist non-negative integers Sf >• I, 2«««,d

such that

Id
' /v»\

p,q**l,2, • » « ,doA A • > a^*^^A
? <i pq

r«“l

These ictegdrs are called the structure constants of (TC<

<• 3 ®*



Let 01 ‘K IA| >A_,. «.,A .1 bo an m X n Incidcnco epnco clo&od1^*2

under ris^it tcultlpllention by J
c^n

Then for each p “ 1,2^

tho non-eoro rowo of A havo the &cnc rc^ eucus a . and hcnco tho
P P

aamO number of tum^zexo oiccionts. Lot tJ bo the set of indices
P

of tho non''£oro rov3 of A • Xlicn n and V are either disjoint
P P <l

or equal. Vo let u denote the ordor of U . If (7t is closed
P P

under r:.\e.^h multiplication by ^ ve slmlLarly define the column

sets V of order v .

P P

An n X n incidence algebra is closed under both right and

left multiplication by J hence it has both xem and column

sets. Any basis element is concentrated In one row set and one

column set^ end the number of non~scro elctsents In any tuo tom

(columns) ora equal. For a fixed V and V let ti denote tho
P q pq

evan of those A t;ith V «» 0 and * V « Then tlie set of U Is
Jf P ^ . of

^
an incidence basis %du>se linear span Is

siiiq>le if and only if it equals this somhamJ and has a unit elcnant

.

An incidence space is called stochagtlc if each basis element

has constant rev sxims and constant coltmin sums. In that case it

has just one rev set and just one colttm set.

An n X n incidence space is called scnl-otochastlc if each

row set D. is also a column set V / (then each column sot is a rov
P

[
^

set) » In this case let be the eubspoce spanned by those

vith rov set U and column set U » Then C is isomorphic to a
P <l P<1

4



stochoatic u X u iccidanca space* ciilled on associated
P <l

iacld<mee spaee^ and

C^.C s
pq re

Cps “ '

^0} If <n> r

£ot all q, V, B. Conversely ^ g;lven any set of stochastic x

incidence spaces satlGfyin£; the above vtultiplicativa condition^

f

ve dan construct a oenl-stoclmstlc Incidence spaco having these as
\

its associated ix^idence spaces*

If an incidence space contains tho identity oatrix X and is

closed under left and right imiltipiicat Ion by then it is seisl*

stoehostie*

- 5 *



2. Soai-Symctric Incldenca Als^braa* TUa Incidence alj^obra

Ot • la called scnl“S!r':^':Gtrtc If it is clooed

under mtrlx transposition; l*e., l£ for each p » 1, 2,..., d

T
there la a p* such that A ••At. A acui**a\^aactrlc Incidence

P P

algebra la clearly scioi'’stochastic and, algebraically, sml^alxnple

After a eultable siioultancous rotujsibcrlng of roua and columns

vhicb doea not alter the Incldcnco or algebraic properties of the

algebra, certain of the basis elcsscnts have the fom

•0

vhera the empty spaces are coros. Tlio rou and colum sets of 01

are the row sots Uj,, of Aj^, A^y***^ respectively.

If A has row set U. and colxsnn set U. • then A has various
P i J p

submatrices e<}ual to J , a arranged as entries In an n. x n.
OfJ i J

Incidence natrix) e.g..



0 ;

j*~

0 J' j»i

J» 0

1

I

J* « J

/

a^ln with zeros in tho blanlca. If wo replace the J* by I (and

the 0 a
arrive at a new (n^-fn^'^. * 2C (n^*f«

2
+. •

®i»
, j

incidence algebra, also ocad-sycnietric, which contains the

identity I. These two algebras are dearly isosjorphic . Thus the

otudy of aml'Sycraotrlc Incldenco algebras loay bo reduced to Che

study of those containing I.

-1 -1 •!
The unit elaaent of CX. is clearly *** ^2 "*^2

*** •••'*’ %
One my also prove that if an arbitrary incldenco algebra

01 « contains a imit elciccnt of the fora ^

• •# + with each noa-tiegatlve, then 01 is equivalent, la

the above sense, to an Incidence algebra containing X>

An incidence algebra is called s^^etrtc if each of tho

basis matrices arc ©yrtiietric, and ant i--s\’Y:rv:* trie if^the only

symotrlc basis laatricco are tliosc with ones on the main diagonal.

A aynzBCtrie incidence algebra is coomutative and stochastic.

A atochastic, ocai'Symmtrlc incidence algebra Is syesnetrie
'

.
1 • . .

if and only if all the basis matrices have only real characteristic

roots.

7



In 4in arbitr£iry Incidence algebra tlte cubcct o£ thooe '

mtrlceo vhoso transpoaoa aro also in the algebra is a seal*

syisaotrlc incidence algebra* The subset of aycss&tvlc loatricea

ia an incidence apace, and an algebra if axui only if it is

coGoaauCativa*

a



AUo i^«. -VU-V X »i

3* Characters of Corximcativo Incidonco Alscihras.^ Let

(T(. “ bo a corxnutativo n x u iucidonco algebra.

It is etochactic bccauso each A coxra.itcs with J « J »

P «>»

For any X^ ^ Xi/***^ Uenote tho

laaxiixial apace of n :c X vectors over X cuch that for each

with SC33BO pooitiva integer. Since is <xcs3utative,

ot Xj^#***# X j) is contained in

There ore only a finite nuiriber of 7l']( X^) <iifforcnt

frea . Index those with not all Xj^ “ 0 by * * »

»

with

and let 0^ • 7^1 (0,,,.,0) . Iloto theit « -^0^ If and only If

Ot contains I, Tlia set T*1 of all a x I vectors over X the

direct exja o£ ^ , M , ,,,.71^ . The cuxxlinal aubcpace of 7^

annihilated by a power of A - X i is the direct oura of those

With ),<“> - X

.

The non*TOro characters of ^ are the t hosaomozrphlsnis of

onto X

:

. 9 -



If VO donoto tho dltaonolon of 7^)^^
by then Vj^ io culled the

tmilttnllcltv of + Vj **• ••• - n, vlth

non-negottvo and tho otlicr Vj^ posttivo IntogcrOe If <r la any

autoaorphlca cf'Kf then Xj^ naps into ^Xj^CA^)) and thus is

a character of (?t. Denote it by ^^(k)
*

^k*

Thua^ if and roots of the ©ante Irreducible

polyncnlol over a grou)\d £ tcld of ^ then ®

Since 01 is stochastic^ for each p « 1, 2, .»•, d^a^ la a

characteristic root of A (the one of largest absolute value) and
P

T
e « <1 1 1) is a characteristic vector. Since the character*

Istic root n » a^ 4* a». a^ of J is not cmltiple^ one of the

say is Just tlie scalar toultiples of e® That io, • 1

and P*

l&t

A •- <

denote the d ig t matriss of characteristic roots of the A_ as
P

defined above. Since J has one ciiaracterlstie root equal to n

and the others equal to 0, the column suoa of A, are, in order,

n, 0,.«e, Oe

Let

•» diag(Vj^,...,v^,

« 10



Tlxcn the trace of A ia the i-th row oua of A D . lot t <lenotc
p V PS

tho trace of A A » and let
p q

Tlicn

(3.1)

T “

T - A n^A'

Let <icnoto tlio prlnitlvc l<!eapotcnta o£ Ci» Then
1 t j

defined by
•i'-j' ''ii' ^ip

H denoto the t :£ d cntrln;

y c
^ ^p=»i

d, A . aod let
-Hip p'

KA « 1^,

T “1
H i «A

Tliea

<3.2>

tho identity laatiix of order t« Usli^i this ia (3.1) we get

(3.3)

Frea these cquationa wo have

ranli 'f “ raiuc A * t

nullity X =» d-t « diiaeasioa of radical of

Thus T and A are non-cinkier if and only if d «» t or, aquivolcntly^

Gt. is ocoil-aiaple. In tliat caso (3 .1) yields
£

(3.4) (dot Ay « (det T)/ 'ff V,

i«i
^

Suppose OL is scni-syxaetric, and let » A^» as before,

Then Xi,C4 •) - X^(A ) or

«. 11 «



\ (i) . \ <i)
Apj ?

* Ap

whero tha b^r denotes eotaplc^ic conjugation* In this case Ot io

•esti-fiiapis and (3*4) becoioes

(dat A)* - HT « / ItV.

p-1
P 1-1

^

where a is the nunber o£ p p'* In this ease iTv. must divide

We also have Xp*V»o the two equalities ^

d

1»1

d

TlfflM P
P>q**l » • • ^d

1«1

p^q^r**lj^2^ *^d*

« 12



A. Group Generation, let G bo a group of n x n permutation

matrices. Let (71(G) bo the vector space of all voatrlces In 7^
cooBnutlns vlth every element of C. Then (71(G) la on Incidence

algebra^ called a group^Rcnoratcd incidence algebra. Ve let (P(G)

denote the algebra spanned by G over

Let P be the permutation group on corresponding

to G» Then (x^j) 1^ element of (71(G) if and only if

*«(1)»(J)
“

’‘iJ

for all A in P. Ve shall say that G is transitive if P is transltivdj,

and generally speak of the permutations in G as if they vere the

corresponding permutations in P. The elements of the incidence

basis of (Jt(G) ore the incidence matrices of the equivalence sets

of the equivalence t (l^J) ^(l*>i*) i£ sod only if there is an

element of F taking i into i* and J into That is^ the

element of the p*th incidence matrix is I if and only if (i^J) is

in the p-th equivalence set*.

A fundamental fact about (7t(G) is that It and (P(G) are

centralisers of each other and of no larger subsets in The

center of each is their intersection^ and is spanned by the matrices
.

formed by sunaing the elements in each conjugacy class of G.

If dC Is an arbitrary incidence algebra ve let G((7L) denote
• *

the set of permutation matrices vhihh commute with every element of

(7C. Then CC(G((7t)) contains Ot, and (7t(G^, ) contains Ot if and only
* .

if G((Tt) contains G • Thus (K is group-generated if and only If
•i

•

it is generated, by G((7t.). Also if G((7t) is a proper subgroup of

of then Cticf) la a proper subalgebra of (7t<G((TO)»
0

13 -



1)

2>

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)
t

11)

12)

13)

Sotat of thd properties of 01(0) “

cn.(G) is ociai*8yEQBKitrlc (and thus fcni-slc^ile) and eontslns !•

01(G) is stochastlt If and only if G is transitlvo*

Ol(G) is eocasnitativo if and only if it is eontainod in (P(G)*

Ot(G) Is anti**syQSQotrie If and only if G is of odd order*

OlXG) is syccnatric If and only if each transpoaltion occurs
‘t ‘

as a disjoint cycle in G«

The row and coluom sets of 0C(G) ara the transitivity acts of Q«

If 0^ is the subgroup of G leaving 1 fined then a^ «• tG^iG|^00j1

for any i,j such that the i^j alctoant of is I*

If G is transitive then d is the lusaber of transitivity sets

it'* •

.

of G) p ^ ^
i

Ot(G) • fi(0) if and only if 0 is transitive and abelian*

If G contains a full’^cyple permutation the elffisents of Ot(G)

are polynomials in that matrix.

If Q is a permutation matrix Ot(QSQ~*^) • q 01(G)Q***

If iP(G) is vrlttcn as a stsa of Irreducible representations

of dimension k^: iP(G) • n^ ®2 ^2 than

-Z' "ih'
**

y'
, and dt(G) is isocaorphic to

y>( ^ *•• 4* M •

“l ^2 ®r
* ^(G) « [X^J*X] if and only If G is doubly transitive*

• 14



As am lllmstratlom of the appllcatioms of these properties

consider the following. If G Is doubly transitive then “ [I/jJ-l]®

The centraliser of this fJJ(G) Is the set of matrices which commute

with J, the set of all matrices with constant row and column sunio

The centraliser of d?t(G) Is also i(p(G)« Therefore any matrix with

constant row and column sums Is a linear combination of matrices

taken from a doubly transitive group of permutation matrices

«

We use a similar method to construct an incidence space S(G,H)

from a pair of groups of permutation matrices' G^H whose corresponding

permutation groups ?^Q are representations of degrees m and n

respectively of some finite group o To each.ielement M of G and of F

we denote by and the corresponding elements of H and Q

.respectively,,

The S(G;H) has a similar set of three equivalent definitions as

.^docs i7t(G) above § S(G,H) is the set of all m by n matrices X “

such that (i)

*’?r(l)^j
*

*i;,'n’'^(J)
^ ** i “ l,2j,ooojjn

for all -r in (ii) FX * XF*^ for all F in G| and (ill) S(G;,H)

has as a basis the set of incidence matrices of the equivalence sets ,

of the equivalences (i%J if and only if there is an element

TTT of F such that TT takes 1 .into 1® and "W^takes J® into jo

Among the properties of S,(GpH) ares It is closed under left

multiplication hy and under right multiplication by the

15





transposes form the incidence space S(H,G)j if 0 is transitive

then the dimension of S(6,H) is equal to the number of transitivity

sets of gT and the row sums of the incidence basis are the orders
i

of these transitivity setsj and if U;,V,W are any elements of S(G^H)

then is an element of S(G>H). It follows that the set

(UV^S U,y«S(G,H)} , which is a subset of 01(0), is closed under

vaultiplication

.

An example of the results of this method is the following.

Let K be a group with ^ subgroup M of double index 2,
(i.e , K M + M x M)

and index v. Let N ^ any other subgroup of K oj^ index v. Then

^ v,k,X design exists with k equal to the index of MAN ^ M.

What amounts to this method is described by J, S. Frame in [4],

His primary interest was in the derivable group properties^ so that

his results and ours do not intersects '

» 15a



5« Dlmeiuiloa 3 with identity* Suppose^ (X haa dicotnaion 3 and

eontaina 1* then Ot ia stochastic and toosnitatlve^ and we cuiy

write

CL • U,A^-I-Al*

Let n ba^tho order o£ A, a L-ts constant row end eoltsnn eiaa^

and ®3 noa-nesative integers such that

• Cj^l + c^A + c^(J-X-A> *

The other strxicturd cormtonts o£ 01^ each of luhich ie a non*

negative integer^ t»ay be detemined froa

A(J-X-A) •• <n-c^)l + (a-c^*l)A - (a-c^HJ-X-A)

<J-I-A>^ « + (n-2a-»<2)A ^ (n*2e*24c^HJ*X-A)

By interchongins A and J*I*Aj if neeeseavyj, we can assuoa

that

a < Szias 2
• *

Then the ere non-negativa integere eatiafying

a 2: «2 ^3 ^ ®

and ^ & if a » <n-X)/2«

A ie noxtaal if and only if (71 ie either eyEBoetrie or enti*

eynnetric. Oi is aytanotrie if end only if c^ « e^ end enti*

eynnatrU if end only if '• 0*

16



01 Is always scinl*simple^ and therefore has three characters

^2* ^3 * ^2 * ^
2
^^^ ^3 " ^ 3

^^^ *

The characteristic roots ^
2 * ^2 multiplicities V

2 >
and

satisfy the equation

2 *
^

3t + (c^-C2)x + Cj - Cj^ « 0

We also have

V
2 + V

3
" n-1

and

(^2
“ “ n(c^(n-l)-a^)

/

If }^2 * ^3 irrational then a » V
2
" * (n-l)/2 and either

2
(1) (71 is symmetric, n s 1 (mod 4) , A + A “ ((n-l)/4)(J+I),

^2^ A
3 * (“lHto^)/2 or (2)01 is anti-symmetric/ n s 3 (mod 4),

A^ + A - ((nfl)/4)(J-I), A 2 > ^3 “ (-l+in^)/2. This latter is

the only way for Gi to be anti-symmetric. It leads to the equation

Vhich means that A is a v,k,A design from which one can construct

a Hadamard matrix of order n+1. From our method of the previous

section (see properties 4 and 8), a sufficient condition for A to

.exist is that there be a transitive permutation group on n letters,

of odd order, with the subgroups leaving one letter fixed having

exactly three transitivity sets. Unforttinately, when n is not a‘

prime power such a group would be primitive, and therefore insoluble

of odd order, contrary to the classical conjecture.

- 17-



odsumo tliat aro rational. Then ond is

noSstlvQ and tho other xvon«<nQ;;;atlvo. Zx;t

8 *» c; 0 t ** “ ^

Wo can ©hew that if (T(_ is rscxai-ajuaretric it ie syraractrlc,

2 2
that n is never a prixuo, that tr A ^ a *4* at %?itli equality if and

T 2
only if A is sli^lor^ ttiat /i A Icnpllea a a ^ n^ that s ^ a

k
ixaplies a < a *f 2 2(04*1) and t a icitplics t < (a4-l)/2.

18



6. A grapla theory prohlra. Given Zt pointa, conaldcr tha ect

^ of all (liaicar, undirected) j;;rapho on thceo points conaletlna

of t Ulojoint ll'nca. That lu, in each graph each point is tbo

neighbor of esiactly one ^ other point* Tr-cro cro

<6.1) n *M <2t-l)<2t-3),**3‘l

such iprapha:

^ \ Li^X*2> * **^\\ \ .*

Tlio union of tuo olcioenta of ^ ia a collection of disjoint

cycles each liaving an oven nueber of poixitn, A cyclo with 22c

points is said to ba of length Ic. Tliua the lengths of the cycles

fona a partition of t.

' *^1

Given a partition n <** (I ,2 ^.*.,t )ofts

t »* <• 2j2 *^* *•• +

let ^ denote the cot of all graphs on the 2t £i:cod points have
j|

cyclca of length k for k « 2, t» Let E bo the cot of

partitions of ts

vhere p(t) denoted the nunber of partitions of t.

/ it
Given fixed elccionta L of ^and • (I , 2 )

of R, it la easy to sliov that there are

19



elesumts of ^ )»ho3« union %tith L lies in ^
The foiiovins reiatedl question la soore difficult to nxumar»

Given fisced elestenta end Lj of ^ ^ end end of for ho9

suiny eieoentd of do «e have

C$.2> Vi}\e4h t
« stp

q

It con bedtoun that the aamaar only deiMsnda uyon end

where

<6*3> -

To eolver this problesa^ wa eheil conetruct an incidence elgebre

Cr^^^30 atructuro constente ere the ehove mentioned &>/<,

Let ^ pemutatione of the 2t fixed pointeo

I.Let he the aub^oop of
'^'zt

leaving L^ fixed <» Let

9 »«p

be the left coaets of in element of

takes L^ into This is the some n as isi <dol$

ro« «qr «le»a»t r

«4 “1® ^
‘ Km 1 Ip Speo^pA

vhero is « pamstation of the Integero 1 p 2p«»op SSo Lot



f » S <r e Jjj.}

tho o£ all pcrrautations '^
0- • Let G bo tho group of

pemutatloQ matrices of order n correspotidlng to P.

Th® iacldeuce algebra wo la (7t (G) •

Tho proof of thlo deponds on two facto: (P^) any elasont c»f

2t
permutes ttia clcir.cnt3 of for any « in P; and If

L. U t. and L. . U X*.
1
^o both ix\ ^ , then them is an element

1 J i J H

of ^2t

Let U8 restate (Fj^) and.(F^) in terms of ordered pairs of the

cosets and tl:e equivalence*.

if and only if there io an element of P tal;ln3 1 into 1* and j

into Then (F^) and (F^) haply that the equivalence acts

'Hit * 4hi
****^ equivalence correspond to the sets

4hn * 7^ ® ^ ^ end

only if L^U is in
^

Let 1^ the incidenco matrix of 4h • That is>* pij -

a
pij

i£ (H^,aj>e#^

,0 otherwise

From our dlscTission in section 4, we know a is one of ths
P

.

olements of tho locidcnco basis of (^(G)« If is ths
P<1 i

set of structuro constants of this basis wo have
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Ccsapaxinz tUo 1, J clcroaota wo Hava
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constant la Just tHo nusiHer of cuch that

p

vHoro

Cosapaclns these conditions with (6*2) and (6.3)^ vc sec that tho

Cr)
Structure constant a is indeed the answer to our nrobles.

That this is a rcaconable solution follows froo that fact

that vs can actually construct tho incidence basis of ^(G)

given the group P. Xn turn this group only depends upon tho

group xdzich leaves tho graph £i»ed.

This saiQO cotbod applies to any set of graphs i&leh

aro petButod onong thcasolvcs by pezvsutatlons of their points^

so long as the sets Into which tho unions of ere

partitioned satisfy conditions corresponding to <F^> and



Under any conditions the incidence alji^ebra Jl(6) ia

eynaotric <Cnd therefore eoorautetive end stochastic) because

Lj^O *
*ptj

* P# J* Purthenaora^

the chsraeteriotie roots of its incidence basis matrices are ell

rational integers. This follottra from property 3 in section 4, the

fact tliat P Is a representation of a symetrlc group^ and the fact

that tho characters of any representation of a syxsaetrie group are

rational (see (5], vol. 11^ pages 190«'l93).
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THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

The scope of activities of the National Bureau of StandcU-ds at its major laboratories in Washington, D.C., and
Boulder, Colorado, is suggested in the following listing of the divisions and sections engaged in technical work.
In general, each section carries cut specialized research, development, and engineering in the field indicated by
its title. A brief description of the activities, and of the resultant publications, appears on the inside of the

front cover.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Electricity. Resistance and Reactance. Electrochemistry. Electrical Instruments. Magnetic Measurements
Dielectrics. High Voltage.

Mebolugy. Photometry and Colorimeiry. Rcfractometry. Photographic Research. Length. Engineering Metrology.

Mass and Scale. Volumetry and Densiiuetry.

fleat. Temperature Physics. Heat Measurements. Cryogenic Physics. Equation of State. Statistical Physics.

Radiation Physics. X-ray. Radioactivity. Radiation Theory. High Energy Radiation. Radiological Equipment.
Nucleonic Instrumentation. Neutron Physics.

Aitaljtical and inorganic Chemistry, Pure Substaiices. Spectrochemistry. Solution Chemistry. Standard Refer-

ence Materials. Applied Analytical Research. Crystal Chemistry.

Sck.nd. Pressure and Vacuum. F’iuid Mechanics. Engineering Mechanics. Rheology. Combustion
Controls.

Polymers. Maoromolecules: Synthesis and Structure. Polymer Chemistry, Polymer Physics. Polymer Charac-

terization. Polymer Evaluation and Testing. Applied Polymer Standards and Research. Dental Research.

Metallurgy. Engineering Metallurgy. Microscopy and Diffraction. Metal Reactions. Metal Physics. Electrolysis

and Metal Deposition. '

Inorganic Solids. Engineering Ceramics. Glass. Solid State Chemistry. Crystal Growth. Physical Properties.

Crystallography.

Building Research, Structural Engineering. Fire Research. Mechanical Systems. Organic Building Materials.

Codes and Safety Standards. Heat Transfer. Inorganic Building Materials. Metallic Bunding Materials.

Applied Mathematics. Numerical Analysis, Computation. Statistical Engineering. Mathematical Physics, Op-

erations Research.

Data I^ocesslng Systems, Components and Techniques. Computer Technology. Measurements Automation.

Enginecfing Applications. Systems Ai'ialysis,

Atomic Physics, Spectroscopy. Infrared Spectroscopy. Solid State Physics. Electron Physics. Atomic Physics,

instrumentaticn. Engineering Electronics, Electron Devices. Electronic Instrumentation. Mechanical Instru-

ments. Basic Instrumentation.

Phj'sicai Chemistry. Thermochemistry. Surface Chemistry. Organic Chemistry. Molecular ^ectroscopy. Mole-

cular Kinetics. Mass Spectrometry.

Ofiice of Weights atid Mea.sia'es,

BOULDER, COLO.

Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory. Cryogenic Equipment. Cryogenic Processes. Properties of Materials. Cryo-

genic Technical Services.

CENTRAL RADIO PROPAGATION LABORATORY

Research aiid Ptopagatioii. Low- Frequency and Very Low Frequency Research. Ionosphere Re-

seajch. Prediction Services, Sun-Earth Relationships. Field Engineering. Radio Weuning Services. Vertical

Soundings Research.

Radio Prepagatioo Engincedstg. Data Redaction Instrumentation, Radio Noise. Tropospheric Measurements,

Tropiit^'heric Af.alysis. Propagation-Terrain Effects, Radic-Meteorology, Lower Atmosphere Physics.

Kadiii SyaieniA. Applied Electromagnetic Theory. High Frequency and Very High Frequency Research. Modula-

lation Research. Antenna Re«earch. Navigation Systems.

Lpper Aintosphi-re and ^ace Physics. Upper Atmosphere and Plasma Physics. Ionosphere and Exosphere Scatter.

Airglow and Aurora. Ionospheric Radio Astronomy,

RADIO STANDARDS LABORATORY
Radhi Physics. Radio Broadcast Service. Radio and Microwave Materials. Atomic Frequency and Time-Interval

Standards. Millimeter-Wave Research.

Circuit S,ajxlards. High Frequency Electrical Standards. Microwave Circuit Standards. Electronic Calibration

Center.
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